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ABSTRACT

Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic
Repeats (CRISPRs) acquire new spacers to generate
adaptive immunity in prokaryotes. During spacer in-
tegration, the leader-preceded repeat is always accu-
rately duplicated, leading to speculations of a repeat-
length ruler. Here in Haloarcula hispanica, we demon-
strate that the accurate duplication of its 30-bp repeat
requires two conserved mid-repeat motifs, AACCC
and GTGGG. The AACCC motif was essential and
needed to be ∼10 bp downstream from the leader-
repeat junction site, where duplication consistently
started. Interestingly, repeat duplication terminated
sequence-independently and usually with a specific
distance from the GTGGG motif, which seemingly
served as an anchor site for a molecular ruler. Ac-
cordingly, altering the spacing between the two mo-
tifs led to an aberrant duplication size (29, 31, 32 or 33
bp). We propose the adaptation complex may recog-
nize these mid-repeat elements to enable measuring
the repeat DNA for spacer integration.

INTRODUCTION

Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Re-
peats (CRISPRs) and their associated Cas (CRISPR-
associated) proteins widely exist in archaeal (∼90%) and
bacterial (∼50%) genomes (1,2), and they confer adap-
tive immunity against potentially harmful invaders (such as
viruses/phages and plasmids) (3–8). These highly diversi-
fied CRISPR-Cas systems have been classified into 2 classes,
6 types and 17 subtypes (1,2).

CRISPRs are arrays of repetitive sequences (repeats)
that are intervened by invader-derived fragments (spac-
ers), and these structures are usually preceded by an
adenine(A)/thymine(T)-rich leader sequence (9–12). Ad-

jacent to CRISPR arrays, there is often (but not exclu-
sively) a cluster of co-functional Cas protein-encoding
genes (13,14). The repeat sequence on CRISPR RNA tran-
scripts is recognized and cleaved by specific Cas endonucle-
ase(s), which gives rise to small individual molecules termed
CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs) (4,15–17). These small RNAs
guide interfering Cas protein(s) to destroy foreign nucleic
acids (DNA/RNA) based on complementary base pairing
(5,18,19). Apparently, the adaptation process, i.e. acquisi-
tion of new spacers into the CRISPR memory, enables sub-
sequent immunity and CRISPR adaptability (3). However,
previous CRISPR studies have mainly focused on crRNA
biogenesis and target interference processes, with the adap-
tation pathway still poorly understood.

CRISPR adaptation was first reported for the Strepto-
coccus thermophilus Type II-A system in 2007 (3). In sev-
eral S. thermophilus survivors of lytic phage infection, new
spacers were added into their CRISPR arrays. Interestingly,
this process was rarely reported for other systems in the
subsequent five years, until the observation that the over-
expression of Cas1 and Cas2 promoted infrequent adap-
tation events to be detectable in Escherichia coli (20). This
Cas1–Cas2-mediated inefficient process was termed ‘naı̈ve
adaptation’ (21), to distinguish it from the priming pathway
which has been reported for at least three different Type I
systems, i.e. I-E of E. coli (22,23), I-B of Haloarcula hispan-
ica (24) and I-F of Pectobacterium atrosepticum (25). Dur-
ing priming adaptation, the interfering effectors including
Cas3, the Cascade (CRISPR-associated complex for antivi-
ral defense) complex, and a pre-existing spacer with a full
or partial match to the foreign DNA are further required
(23,24,26).

The naı̈ve and priming pathways appear to both involve
two mechanistic steps. The first step is to recognize and
process spacer substrates (called protospacers). Protospacer
recognition depends in part on the presence of the con-
served flanking sequence (2–5 bp) termed protospacer ad-
jacent motif (PAM) (27,28). This motif is also critical for
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subsequent interference to discriminate the protospacer of
invaders from the spacer in the CRISPR DNA (29). Other
factors also influence protospacer recognition because new
spacers are preferentially derived from the non-self DNA,
even without the interference-mediated selection against
self-derived spacers (20,30). It was recently reported that
protospacer selection in E. coli is replication-dependent
(i.e., impeded by the enriched Chi sites on the self chromo-
some while facilitated by the higher number of replication
forks on the foreign DNA), which possibly underlies its in-
trinsic preference for non-self DNA (31). However, in H.
hispanica, where naı̈ve adaptation appears to be inactivated,
our previous studies suggested that the additional priming
step (which involves priming crRNA-guidance and PAM-
authentication) guarantees self versus non-self discrimina-
tion at the adaptation level (24,32).

The second step of CRISPR adaptation is to integrate
the selected protospacer into the CRISPR DNA, usually at
its leader end (3,20,24). Note that the repeat at the integra-
tion site must get accurately duplicated, into two identical
copies flanking the incoming spacer, to maintain the fixed
repeat-spacer periodicity (22,23). Sequential and staggered
cleavage of the repeat was then proposed : one strand of the
CRISPR repeat is first cut at one end, and the other strand
is cut subsequently at the other end by a ruler mechanism
(30). Supporting this proposal, intermediates of this cleav-
age (which seemed to be concurrent with the end-joining be-
tween the protospacer and the ‘opened’ repeat DNA) was
detected in E. coli (33). Doudna and colleagues recently
demonstrated this process to be similar to DNA transpo-
sition and retroviral integration (34), and proposed a two-
step integration model: (i) one of the two 3′-OH ends of the
protospacer first attacks the minus strand of the CRISPR
repeat at the leader-distal end, producing a half-site in-
termediate; (ii) then the other 3′-OH end attacks the plus
strand by a ruler mechanism. However, there is a different
view on the order of the two integration steps: the attack
on the plus strand at the relatively conserved leader-repeat
junction should be the initial step. Supporting this view, the
disintegration activity of Cas1 from both E. coli and Sul-
folobus solfataricus showed a clear preference for the nu-
cleotides flanking the leader-repeat junction (35), and se-
quences in the vicinity of this junction were also reported
to be important for adaptation in E. coli (20,30,33) and in
S. thermophilus (36). Hence, it is intriguing to explore how
the two termini of the first repeat are accurately recognized
as integration sites, in a sequence-specific manner or by a
molecular ruler.

The H. hispanica genome carries only one CRISPR ar-
ray and an associated cas operon encoding the Cascade pro-
teins (Cas5-8), the interfering Cas3 nuclease, and three pu-
tative adaptation-Cas proteins: Cas1, Cas2, and Cas4 (24).
Its CRISPR adapts efficiently to the non-lytic virus HHPV-
2 (H. hispanica pleomorphic virus-2), but strictly through
the priming pathway where an invader-targeting spacer is
required (24). Therefore, we engineered a strain with two
separate CRISPR variants, namely priming-CRISPR (p-
CRISPR) and adaptation-CRISPR (a-CRISPR), to pro-
duce the priming crRNAs and to accept new spacers, re-
spectively. Using this modified system, we tested a series
of a-CRISPR constructs with the 30-bp repeat differently

mutated. Interestingly, two conserved DNA motifs in the
middle of the repeat played critical roles during this pro-
cess, and surprisingly, the position of one motif seemingly
determined the repeat duplication size. In contrast, when
nucleotides surrounding either of the two repeat ends were
substituted, the mutated repeat was still accurately dupli-
cated (though the adaptation process was often impaired by
nucleotide substitutions adjacent to the leader-repeat junc-
tion). We propose a novel molecular ruler anchored in the
middle of the repeat, and show the possibility that the repeat
size or the periodicity of a CRISPR could be well manipu-
lated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and culturing conditions

The H. hispanica strains used in this study are listed in Sup-
plementary Table S1. The strain DF60 (�pyrF strain of H.
hispanica ATCC 33960) (37) and its derivatives DF60P and
�CR (see below) were cultured at 37◦C in AS-168 medium
(per liter, 200 g of NaCl, 20 g of MgSO4·7H2O, 2 g of KCl,
3 g of trisodium citrate, 1 g of sodium glutamate, 50 mg
of FeSO4·7H2O, 0.36 mg of MnCl2·4H2O, 5 g of Bacto
casamino acids, 5 g of yeast extract, pH 7.2) with uracil
added to a final concentration of 50 mg/l. Their transfor-
mant strains of pHAR-derived plasmids (Supplementary
Table S1) were cultured in yeast extract-subtracted AS-168
medium.

E. coli JM109 used for molecular cloning was cultured
in LB (lysogeny broth) medium. Ampicillin was added to a
final concentration of 100 mg/l when needed.

Construction of DF60P variant and integrative plasmids

The plasmids that were used in this study are listed in
Supplementary Table S1. For plasmid construction, DNA
fragments were amplified using the high-fidelity KOD-Plus
DNA polymerase (TOYOBO, Osaka, Japan), and validated
by DNA sequencing. Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA
ligase purchased from New England Biolabs (Beverly,
MA, USA) were used for cloning. Transformation of H.
hispanica cells was conducted according to the online
Halohandbook (http://www.haloarchaea.com/resources/
halohandbook/Halohandbook 2009 v7.2mds.pdf).
Primers are listed in Supplementary Table S2.

To generate the H. hispanica strain DF60P, the wild-type
CRISPR of DF60 was replaced by the p-CRISPR vari-
ant, which consists of a short-version (constitutive) pro-
moter of a PHA synthesis-related gene (phaR) (38) and two
repeat units flanking the original spacer13. The ∼500-bp
chromosomal sequence immediately upstream of the DF60
CRISPR and that immediately downstream of spacer12 (i.e.
the repeat-spacer13-repeat structure with its downstream
∼400-bp sequence) were amplified using P-UF/UR (up-
stream forward/ upstream reverse) and P-DF/DR (down-
stream forward/downstream reverse) primer pairs, respec-
tively. The DNA sequence of the constitutive phaR pro-
moter was designed on primers phaR-bridge1 and phaR-
bridge2 and engineered onto the downstream fragment
by two rounds of bridge PCR. These two fragments
were cloned into the non-replicative vector pHAR and
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then transformed into DF60 cells to replace the wild-type
CRISPR using the previously described pop-in-pop-out
strategy (37). The �CR strain was similarly constructed by
knocking out the only CRISPR locus in DF60.

To introduce a-CRISPR into the DF60P or �CR chro-
mosome, an integrative plasmid (namely pHAR-in) was
constructed by engineering a 460-bp chromosomal se-
quence downstream of the DF60 wild-type CRISPR (am-
plified using primers ChrSeq-F/R) into the non-replicative
vector pHAR (37). The wild-type a-CRISPR (105-bp
CRISPR leader and the first repeat) was amplified using
primers A-F/R (forward/reverse), and then cloned into
pHAR-in between the BamHI and KpnI restriction sites,
generating the pCR-A plasmid. When pCR-A was trans-
formed into DF60P or �CR, the a-CRISPR was knocked
into the chromosome through homologous recombination.
For construction of various a-CRISPR mutants, nucleotide
substitutions were introduced into the forward or reverse
primer to generate different mutations. If needed, bridge
PCR with complementary primers containing mutations
was performed.

Spacer integration analysis

Spacer acquisition was monitored by PCR as previously de-
scribed (24) with a few modifications. For each transfor-
mant of the pHAR derivatives, three individual colonies
were separately picked and cultured in yeast extract-
subtracted AS-168 liquid medium to the exponential phase,
and then diluted 1:15 with fresh medium containing HHPV-
2 viruses at a multiplicity of infection of 10. Sub-inoculation
was performed whenever the culture reached the stationary
stage (after 7-day culturing). At different time points, these
cultures were sampled as follows: 100 �l were centrifuged
at 10 000 rpm for 2 min to collect the haloarchaeal cells,
then the cells were lysed by 200 �l distilled water, and 0.3
�l were used as the template for each PCR reaction. The
Exp-Fp/Rp and Exp-Fa/Ra primer pairs were used to de-
tect spacer acquisition for p-CRISPR and a-CRISPR, re-
spectively. The PCR program consists of the following steps:
(i) 95◦C for 5min; (ii) 35 cycles of 95◦C for 30 s, 54◦C for
30 s, and 72◦C for 30 s; (iii) 72◦C for 5 min. The PCR
products were separated by 1.2% agarose gel electrophore-
sis, stained by ethidium bromide, and imaged using Bio-
Rad’s ChemiDocTM MP System. Expanded PCR products
from a-CRISPR were extracted from the agarose gel using
the AxyPrepTM DNA Gel Extraction Kit (Corning, NY,
USA), and then sequenced using primer Exp-Fa. The se-
quencing results were visualized using Vector NTI advance
10 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA).

Relative quantification of the expanded PCR products
was performed using the Quantity One software (Bio-Rad,
CA, USA). For each lane on a gel, the parental and ex-
panded bands were detected with an appropriate sensi-
tivity after lane background subtraction, and then Gaus-
sian modeling was performed. Under the Gaussian-fitted
profile, the quantity of the parental or expanded band(s)
was recorded to calculate the percentage of expanded PCR
products (the expanded quantity divided by the total quan-
tity) for each lane. For each mutant, three replicates (indi-

vidual clones) were examined to get an average percentage
with the standard deviation.

Repeat duplication analysis

To analyze repeat duplication during spacer integration, the
infected culture was serially diluted and spread onto agar
plates to obtain individual colonies. Colony PCR was then
performed and the expanded products were sequenced us-
ing primer Exp-Fa. By a Basic Local Alignment Search Tool
(BLAST) search against the HHPV-2 genome, the proto-
spacers and their PAM were identified. Then the identical
sequence flanking each spacer in the expanded a-CRISPR
was generally regarded as the duplicated ‘repeat’ sequence
(which not necessarily equals to the original designed re-
peat).

RESULTS

Construction of a system of two CRISPRs respectively for
priming and adaptation

The only CRISPR array of H. hispanica is able both to
prime adaptation to HHPV-2 and to acquire new spacers
from this virus (24). To facilitate investigating CRISPR el-
ements involved in the latter process, we designed a sys-
tem of two separate CRISPRs respectively for priming and
for spacer acquisition (Figure 1). We first replaced the
wild-type CRISPR of DF60 (an auxotrophic H. hispan-
ica strain with the pyrF gene deleted (37)) with a variant
structure named priming-CRISPR (p-CRISPR) to generate
the DF60P strain (Supplementary Figure S1A). Under the
control of a strong constitutive promoter of phaR (a PHA
synthesis-related gene) (38), p-CRISPR was designed to
produce the s13-crRNA (crRNA of the original spacer13)
molecules, which were shown able to prime efficient adapta-
tion to HHPV-2 (24). However, this leaderless structure was
unable to incorporate new spacers (see below). Therefore,
we modified pHAR (a non-replicative vector carrying the
selective marker pyrF (37)) to introduce another CRISPR
for adaptation, named adaptation-CRISPR or a-CRISPR
(Supplementary Figure S1B). Transformed into DF60P
and cultured under the selection pressure (in yeast extract-
subtracted AS-168 medium), a 460-bp chromosomal se-
quence designed in the pHAR derivate would facilitate it
integrating (through homologous recombination) into the
chromosome adjacent to the p-CRISPR (as depicted in
Supplementary Figure S1). Thereby, when host cells con-
taining these two CRISPRs are subjected to HHPV-2 infec-
tion, the priming activity of p-CRISPR would be indepen-
dent of the a-CRISPR variations, which enables us to inves-
tigate the spacer integration process for an extensive series
of a-CRISPR constructs.

For naı̈ve adaptation in E. coli and S. thermophilus, it
was demonstrated or suggested that the leader and a sin-
gle repeat together provide sufficient cis-elements (20,36).
Hence, the initial a-CRISPR was constructed containing
the leader and a single repeat. Note that the leader here
is defined as the ∼105-bp CRISPR-flanking sequence that
is relatively conserved among haloarchaeal I-B CRISPRs
with similar repeat sequences (Supplementary Figure S2).
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Figure 1. Design of two functionally separated CRISPRs to analyze the cis-elements during the primed spacer acquisition. The priming and adaptation
steps are mediated by priming-CRISPR (p-CRISPR) and adaptation-CRISPR (a-CRISPR), respectively. First, the wild-type CRISPR of the H. hispan-
ica auxotrophic strain DF60 was replaced by the p-CRISPR, and then into its downstream sequences, the a-CRISPR was integrated using a modified
pHAR vector. The p-CRISPR consists of the constitutive phaR promoter and only two repeats (in green) flanking the wild-type spacer13. The s13-crRNA
molecules from p-CRISPR have a partial match (indicated with a line of dots) to the HHPV-2 viral genome (genomic positions are indicated under the
viral sequence, and the PAM sequence is underlined), which primes adaptation to HHPV-2. The a-CRISPR is designed containing the complete CRISPR
leader to incorporate new spacers. A ∼460-bp homologous region (shadowed) facilitates recombination between the chromosome and the vector.

This a-CRISPR was introduced into DF60P and �CR, re-
spectively, giving rise to strains DF60PA and �CR-A (Fig-
ure 2A). In DF60PA, larger-sized or expanded PCR prod-
ucts were readily detected for a-CRISPR, but not for p-
CRISPR, upon virus infection (Figure 2B). This result in-
dicates that, as designed in Figure 1, the priming molecules
(s13-crRNAs) had been functionally produced from p-
CRISPR while new spacers were incorporated specifically
into the a-CRISPR. Over a long-period monitoring, more
and more PCR products from the a-CRISPR became ex-
panded, but expansion was never observed for the leader-
less p-CRISPR (Figure 2B). Therefore, the leader preced-
ing a single repeat provides sufficient and essential elements
also for the primed adaptation. Note that the a-CRISPR
in �CR-A never expanded over the long-period monitor-
ing (Figure 2B), which confirms the strict requirement for a
priming step in this system (24).

Spacer acquisition from HHPV-2 and its independence on in-
terference

Expanded PCR products of the DF60PA a-CRISPR were
extracted and the DNA mixture was sequenced using
primer Exp-Fa. On the sequencing chromatograph (Figure
2C), an overlap of multiple signals started to appear at the
first guanine (G) of the KpnI restriction site (designed im-
mediately downstream of the repeat). As illustrated in Fig-
ure 2C, this result is consistent with the previously proposed
spacer-integration model that the first repeat is duplicated
into two identical copies flanking the incoming new spacer
(22,23). We also sequenced the expanded a-CRISPR of 8
individual DF60PA colonies, which revealed that the 30-bp
repeat was correctly duplicated during 15 spacer integration

events (Supplementary Data S1). The new spacers were de-
rived from viral sequences (protospacers) that are preceded
by a conserved 5′-TTC PAM (i.e. 5′-TTC-protospacer-3′,
reading along the spacer-sense or non-target strand) (Sup-
plementary Table S3).

A colony (DF60PA clone1 in Supplementary Data S1)
with a new spacer was selected for the HHPV-2 re-infection
assay, and a significant PFU (plaque-forming unit) reduc-
tion was observed relative to its parental strain DF60PA
(Supplementary Figure S3). It was demonstrated that the
H. hispanica leader and a single repeat together provide
sufficient cis-elements to acquire immunity (or to adapt)
to HHPV-2. However, when we disrupted the transcription
of the a-CRISPR by mutating its core promoter element
TATA box (so that it could not provide immunity after ac-
quiring a new spacer), we observed expanded PCR prod-
ucts of a similar amount to DF60PA at different time points
after HHPV-2 infection (Supplementary Figure S3). It was
suggested that the a-CRISPR expansion observed in this as-
say was generally independent of interference (the interfer-
ing effects of new spacers), which may be attributed to the
non-lytic feature of the virus HHPV-2.

The leader-repeat junction provides a fixed integration site in
spacer acquisition

The leader-repeat junction was supposed to be recognized
to initiate spacer integration, because sequences spanning
this junction are relatively conserved and have been shown
important for this process (20,30,36). Correspondingly, the
10-bp leader sequence immediately upstream of the first re-
peat is also conserved among the haloarchaeal Type I-B
CRISPRs (Figure 3A and also Supplementary Figure S2).
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Figure 2. The leader preceding a single repeat provides sufficient cis-elements for the primed adaptation process. (A) Depiction of the CRISPRs in DF60PA
and �CR-A. The a-CRISPR carries the 105-bp leader and a single repeat. Exp-Fp/Rp and Exp-Fa/Ra primer pairs (black arrows) were designed against
sequences that surround p-CRISPR and a-CRISPR, respectively. (B) PCR assay detecting the expansion of p-CRISPR and a-CRISPR using their corre-
sponding primers. Total DNA from virus-infected (+) or uninfected (-) H. hispanica cells was separately used as the PCR template. For the infected samples,
cells were collected 7 or 21 days post infection (dpi). The parental and the expanded a-CRISPRs, respectively, gave rise to ∼300-bp and larger-sized PCR
products. Lane Ms, dsDNA size markers. (C) Chromatograph map that shows the sequencing result of the expanded DNA mixture in panel B. The Exp-Fa
primer (depicted in panel A) was used for DNA sequencing. The proposed spacer-integration process, in which new spacers are inserted between duplicated
repeats (in brackets), is depicted above the chromatograph. Overlap of multiple signals (resulting from the insertion of various new spacers) was observed
for positions downstream of the vertical arrow.

Actually in our previous study on the Haloferax mediter-
ranei CRISPRs, this conserved sequence was designated
‘head motif ’ (we followed this name hereinafter) and shown
to be not required for crRNA biogenesis (16). We mutated
this motif of the DF60PA a-CRISPR, giving rise to the
mutant HDm (Figure 3B). In DF60PA, expansion of the
wild type a-CRISPR was detected as early as 4 days post-
infection (dpi) (Supplementary Figure S4), and >70% of
its 21-dpi PCR products were the expanded ones (Figure
3C). In contrast, expansion of the HDm a-CRISPR was
not detected until 14 dpi, and of its 21-dpi PCR products,
the larger-sized made up fewer than 30%. As exemplified
in Supplementary Figure S5, the expanded percentage of
the PCR products almost positively correlated with that
of the PCR templates in our assay. Therefore, it is appar-
ent that the adaptation (or expansion) process was signifi-
cantly impaired in HDm. As depicted in Figure 3B, the first
three or five repeat nucleotides of the DF60PA a-CRISPR
were mutated to generate Rm1–3 or Rm1–5. In addition,
we also mutated the six nucleotides surrounding the leader-
repeat junction, giving rise to the mutant JCm (Figure 3B).
Similarly for these mutants, a-CRISPR expansion was not
detected until 14 dpi, and about 15%, 10% or 22% of the

Rm1–3, Rm1–5 or JCm PCR products were the expanded
ones on the 21st day post infection (Figure 3C). Taken to-
gether, these data suggest sequences spanning the leader-
repeat junction should play important roles during adap-
tation in H. hispanica. It is worth mentioning that we have
constructed more mutants with various mutations proximal
to this junction, and interestingly observed very different in-
fluences on adaptation (Supplementary Figure S4). For ex-
ample, a-CRISPR expansion was significantly impaired in
the mutants HDmG, Rm1-5G and JCmG (‘G’ stands for
the transition of A to G), but appeared to be less influenced
in HDmT, Rm1–5T or JCmT (‘T’ stands for the transver-
sion of A to T). It could be inferred that these mutations
may differently influence, but not block, the recognition of
the leader-repeat junction for spacer integration.

Interestingly, when we sequenced the DNA mixture of
the expanded a-CRISPRs using primer Exp-Fa, none of the
above mutations influenced the appearance of multiple sig-
nals at the ‘G’ immediately downstream of the repeat se-
quence on the sequencing chromatogram (Figure 2C and
Supplementary Figure S6). By sequencing the larger-sized
PCR products from dozens of individual colonies (see Ma-
terials and Methods), we confirmed that the 30-bp repeat of
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Figure 3. Sequences spanning the leader-repeat junction are important for adaptation. (A) Sequences spanning the leader-repeat junction are conserved
among haloarchaeal CRISPRs with similar repeats. Note that, for each CRISPR, the first repeat and its upstream ∼110-bp sequence were together
retrieved and aligned (see Supplementary Figure S2 for details), and only a part of this multi-alignment is shown here. Using the WebLogo server
(http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi), a sequence logo was generated from this multi-alignment. The inverted repeats (IR1 and IR2) within the CRISPR
repeat are indicated. The full circle (•) indicates the position where an extra nucleotide from the Hlac132P repeat resulted in a gap in all the other repeat
sequences during alignment. (B) Illustration of a series of a-CRISPR constructs with mutations (in blue) preceding, following, or flanking the leader-repeat
junction. The repeat sequence is shown in brackets. Sequences between vertical arrows were duplicated during spacer integration. (C) Expansion of the
a-CRISPRs shown in panel B at 7, 14 or 21 days post HHPV-2 infection (dpi). DNA from the infected (+) or uninfected (–) DF60PA cells was used as
the positive or negative control. Three replicates were tested for each mutant, and each gel shows a representative result. The ∼300-bp (parental) and
larger-sized (expanded) bands were relatively quantified for the 21-dpi (days post infection) samples, and the percentage of expanded PCR products in
each lane is shown in the histogram. Lane Ms, dsDNA size markers.

each a-CRISPR mutant was accurately duplicated during
spacer acquisition (indicated in Figure 3B and Supplemen-
tary Figure S4, and see Supplementary Data S1 for more
information), which illustrates that recognition of the two
repeat termini was not disturbed by these mutations. Ap-
parently, the leader-repeat junction is important as a fixed
integration site, although this site may be recognized not
simply in a sequence-specific manner.

Critical adaptation elements that locate in the middle of the
repeat

The H. hispanica repeat contains a pair of inverted repeats
(IR1 and IR2 in Figure 3A), which implies its propensity
to form a cruciform. To explore potential sequence and/or
structural elements within the H. hispanica repeat, more
mutational analyses were performed (Figure 4A). When
nucleotides 6–10 were substituted, expansion of the mu-
tated a-CRISPR was readily detected (Rm6–10 in Figure
4), suggesting conservation of these nucleotides may be dis-
pensable. In contrast, mutation of the 11–15 nucleotides

leaded to failure in spacer acquisition (Rm11–15 in Figure
4). For more information, another two mutants, Rm10–12
and Rm13–15, were further constructed (Figure 4A). As ex-
pected, expansion of the Rm13–15 a-CRISPR was not de-
tected, but in Rm10–12, ∼35% of the 21-dpi PCR products
were from the expanded a-CRISPR (Figure 4B). These data
indicate that the conserved AACCC motif (corresponding
to IR1) should be critical for adaptation in this system.

But note that the cruciform-forming propensity of the
repeat seemed to be dispensable, because when the palin-
drome was destroyed by mutating nucleotides 16–30 (in-
cluding IR2, see Rm16-30 in Figure 4), a-CRISPR expan-
sion was not abrogated, albeit moderately impaired. From
the repeat alignment in Figure 3A, we noticed the conserved
GTGGG (or GTTGG) sequence at positions 18–22. No-
tably, when we mutated this sequence into TCTCC (gen-
erating the mutant Rm18-22), a-CRISPR expansion was
very seriously impaired: it was not observed until 21 dpi,
and only ∼10% of the 21-dpi PCR products were the ex-
panded ones (Figure 4B). In contrast, expansion was readily
detected when nucleotides 23–30 were mutated (Figure 4B).

http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi
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Figure 4. Critical adaptation elements in the middle of the repeat. (A) Illustration of the a-CRISPR constructs with various repeat mutations (in blue).
Sequences between vertical arrows were duplicated during spacer integration. The duplication size and frequency (duplication events/integration events)
are summarized. The AACCC motif is framed for DF60PA, and for each a-CRISPR, the GTGGG motif or sequences that might be promiscuously
recognized as this motif are underlined. The inverted repeats (IR1 and IR2) in the wild-type CRISPR repeat are indicated with convergent arrows. (B)
Expansion of the a-CRISPRs shown in panel A at 7, 14 or 21 days post HHPV-2 infection (dpi). The percentage of expanded PCR products in each lane
is shown in the histogram. Three replicates were tested for each mutant, and each gel shows a representative result. Lane Ms, dsDNA size markers. (C)
DNA sequencing (using primer Exp-Fa in Figure 2A) result of the larger-sized PCR products from Rm16–30. Overlap of multiple signals was observed for
positions downstream of the vertical arrow. The mutated sequence is framed. (D) A protospacer (underlined) was separately integrated into the wild-type
a-CRISPR of DF60PA and the mutant a-CRISPR of Rm16–30. The PAM sequence is boxed. In Rm16–30, the mutated nucleotides are in blue, and the
origination of the extra ‘G’ between the new spacer and its upstream repeat is indicated by an arrowed curve. Asterisks (*) or black triangles (�) indicate
CRISPR expansion was abrogated or seriously impaired.

These data suggest the conserved GTGGG motif should as
well play an important role during adaptation.

The GTGGG motif involves in directing the leader-distal in-
tegration reaction

Interestingly, we found that the DNA sequencing result
of the expanded PCR product mixture was different in
Rm16–30: overlapping signals started to appear at the sec-
ond ‘G’, instead of at the first ‘G’, of the KpnI restriction
site (Figure 4C). By sequencing the expanded a-CRISPR of
nine individual colonies, we confirmed that the ‘G’ imme-
diately downstream of the repeat was always together du-
plicated during 11 spacer integration events (indicated in
Figure 4A). Figure 4D shows an example of the same pro-
tospacer that has been separately integrated into the wild-
type a-CRISPR of DF60PA and the mutated a-CRISPR of
Rm16–30. The critical difference is the extra ‘G’ between

the new spacer and its upstream new repeat in Rm16–30,
which most likely have originated from the duplication of
the ‘G’ immediately downstream of the original repeat (in-
dicated in Figure 4D). Explicitly, the leader-distal terminus
of the repeat was misrecognized when the leader-distal nu-
cleotides 16–30 was mutated. This aberrant repeat duplica-
tion also revealed that the protospacers were acquired solely
(without any PAM portions) in our experiments, which is
different from the E. coli acquisition process (where the last
PAM nucleotide is acquired in accompany with the proto-
spacer) (39).

Interestingly, though the adaptation process was seri-
ously impaired in Rm18–22 (Figure 4B), this mutated re-
peat was also duplicated together with its following ‘G’ dur-
ing eight out of nine spacer integration events (Figure 4A).
Therefore, we predicted a mid-repeat signal (possibly the
GTGGG motif) may be involved in directing the leader-
distal integration reaction. To confirm this prediction, we
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Figure 5. The position of the GTGGG motif determines repeat duplication size. A series of a-CRISPR mutants were constructed with different repeat
nucleotides substituted (A), deleted or duplicated (B). Nucleotide substitution and duplication are indicated in blue. The AACCC motif and the (promis-
cuously recognized) GTGGG motif are framed and underlined, respectively. Sequences between vertical arrows were duplicated during spacer integration,
and for each a-CRISPR, the duplication size and corresponding frequency (duplication events/integration events) are summarized. (C) Expansion of the
a-CRISPRs shown in panel B at 7, 14 or 21 days post HHPV-2 infection (dpi). The percentage of expanded PCR products in each lane is shown in the
histogram. Three replicates were tested for each mutant, and each gel shows a representative result. Asterisks (*) or black triangles (�) indicate CRISPR
expansion was abrogated or seriously impaired.
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Figure 6. A possible model for the spacer integration process in H. hispanica. DNA motifs in the middle of the first repeat are recognized by the integrase
complex (consisting of the protospacer, Cas1, Cas2 and perhaps Cas4) during spacer integration. The critical AACCC motif and the sequences spanning
the leader-repeat junction require a specific distance (∼10 bp) between them, possibly to together provide a docking site for the integrase complex and to
precisely direct the nucleophilic attack (indicated by a) at the junction site. In contrast, the leader-distal attack (indicated by b) is non-sequence-specific,
and depends on a ∼10-bp molecular ruler starting from the GTGGG motif. Note that putative important interactions between the integrase complex (or
other facilitative proteins) and upstream leader sections are not depicted.

dissected the Rm16-30 mutation by constructing Rm16–20,
Rm21–25 and Rm26–30 (Figure 5A). As expected, the re-
peat duplication size was consistently 30 bp in Rm21–25
and Rm26–30, but the Rm16–20 repeat was duplicated to-
gether with its following ‘G’ at a high frequency (10 out
of 11 spacer insertion events). In addition, mutating nu-
cleotides 16–17 did not alter the wild-type duplication size
of 30 bp (Rm16–17 in Figure 5A). From the 30-bp and 31-
bp duplicated ‘repeat’ sequences listed in Figures 4A and
5A, we noticed that the leader-distal terminus exhibited a
constant distance (∼10 bp) from the centre of the GTGGG
motif (positions 18–22). The most significant example may
be the Rm16–20 mutant, in which the GTGGG moved 1
bp to positions 19–23, and thus the 31-bp duplication oc-
curred (Figure 5A). Interestingly, when we exchanged its nu-
cleotides T18 and G19 to generate a GTTGG sequence at
positions 18–22, i.e. the canonical positions of the GTGGG
(or GTTGG) motif (Figure 3A), the wild-type repeat dupli-
cation size (30 bp) was restored during 11 spacer integra-
tion events (Rm-GT in Figure 5A). These results support
that the position of the conserved GTGGG (or GTTGG)
motif (Figure 3A) is highly related to the repeat duplication
size. It is noteworthy that some sequences at positions 18–
22 or 19–23 (e.g. CTCCG, GTTTT and GTGTT from the
mutants Rm18–22, Rm16–30 and Rm21–25, respectively)
may be promiscuously recognized as this motif, thus gener-
ating the 30 or 31-bp ‘repeat’ duplication, though the adap-
tation process may be significantly impaired, for example,
in Rm18–22 (Figure 4).

To confirm the above observations and hypothesis, we al-
tered the position of the GTGGG motif relative to the two
repeat termini by duplicating or deleting different repeat-
nucleotides (Figure 5B). As expected, duplicating (Dup6,
Dup16 and Dup18) or deleting (Del6 and Del16) one nu-
cleotide upstream of the GTGGG motif, which moved this
motif downstream or upstream by 1 bp, resulted in 31-bp or
29-bp aberrant duplication. Furthermore, duplicating the
nucleotides 16–17 (Dup16-17) or inserting three nucleotides

(Ins3) between the AACCC and GTGGG motifs even re-
sulted in 32- or 33-bp duplication (Figure 5B). In contrast,
duplicating nucleotide 19 or 20 and duplicating/deleting
nucleotides 21–25, which did not alter the position of the
GTGGG motif relative to the leader-repeat junction, con-
sistently resulted in the wild-type repeat duplication of 30
bp. In summary, repeat duplication consistently started
from the leader-repeat junction, but terminated at a fixed
distance away from the GTGGG motif rather than from the
start site, which suggests a molecular ruler anchored at this
motif.

It should be noted that duplicating or deleting two nu-
cleotides upstream of the AACCC motif, like nucleotides
6–7 (Dup6–7 and Del6–7 in Figure 5B) or 8–9 (Dup8–9 and
Del8–9 in Supplementary Figure S7), abrogated a-CRISPR
expansion. Similarly, insertion of four (Ins4 in Figure 5)
or more (Ins5 and Ins6 in Supplementary Figure S7) nu-
cleotides between the AACCC and GTGGG motifs also
abrogated adaptation. These data suggest the importance
of suitable distances among the leader-repeat junction and
the two mid-repeat motifs for spacer integration. Please re-
fer to Supplementary Data S1 for more information about
the duplicated sequences during spacer integration into dif-
ferent a-CRISPR mutants.

DISCUSSION

To generate adaptive immunity, the CRISPR-Cas system
needs to integrate new spacers into the CRISPR locus, but
this fundamental process remains poorly understood. An in
vitro study on the E. coli spacer integration process observed
products similar to those from retroviral integration and
DNA transposition (34), suggesting their mechanistic sim-
ilarities. Integration or transposition events usually cause
target site duplication (TSD), which seemingly corresponds
to repeat duplication during the spacer integration process.
But notably, the TSD size is very short during retroviral
integration (usually 4–6 bp) and DNA transposition. The
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largest one may be the 9–12 bp TSD of the Mutator/MuDR
superfamily transposons (40), while the CRISPR repeat has
an average size of 32 bp (41). Therefore in this view, the
CRISPR spacer integration system is quite different. Inter-
estingly, during preparation of our manuscript, a casposon-
encoded Cas1 was reported to integrate specific sequences
into non-specific target site and generate a 14–15 bp TSD
(42), which is also much shorter than the CRISPR repeat.

During retroviral integration and DNA transposition,
TSD derives from the staggered cleavage of their target site.
Correspondingly, staggered cleavage of the CRISPR repeat
during adaptation was also proposed (22,23), which was
subsequently supported by the in vivo detection of the cleav-
age intermediates (33). In an interesting study using E. coli
K-12 Cas proteins and a non-K12 CRISPR, spacer inte-
gration resulted in an aberrant new repeat which included
two nucleotides from the upstream leader but lost the last
two nucleotides of the original repeat (30). This observa-
tion led to the proposal that the non-cognate Cas proteins
generated an initial cut at an incorrect position (possibly
due to faulty sequence recognition), and then a second cut
by a repeat-length molecular ruler. This proposal naturally
raised the question about the order of the two cuts. The
authors and many other studies proposed that the leader-
repeat junction should be recognized for the initial cut (in
a sequence-specific manner), because the sequences in there
are more conserved and were shown important for adapta-
tion (20,30,33,36). In contrast, Doudna and colleagues pre-
ferred an opposite model that the minus strand should be
initially cut (by nucleophilic attack) at the leader-distal end
of the first repeat, and then the plus strand be cut by a ruler
mechanism (34). But as argued by Rollie et al., this prefer-
ence may be true only for spacers with a C 3′-OH terminal
(35).

However, we wonder whether these two cuts occur se-
quentially with one depending on the other in all CRISPR
systems. In this study on the H. hispanica I-B system, we
fortunately observed repeat duplication with altered sizes
(bigger or smaller than the repeat length) when spacers were
integrated into a mutated repeat. Apparently, this observa-
tion indicates the repeat-length ruler should be not appli-
cable for this system. In our study, the leader-proximal cut
occurred consistently at the leader-repeat junction, support-
ing the critical role of the leader sequence during spacer in-
tegration. In contrast, the distal cut site was variable, but
interestingly exhibited a constant distance to the conserved
GTGGG motif (at positions 18–22 of the wild-type repeat),
and this distance was not disturbed by any mutations (nu-
cleotide substitutions, insertions or deletions) intervening
them (Figure 5). However, mutations upstream of this mo-
tif, which altered its position relative to the leader-proximal
cut site (the leader-repeat junction), caused aberrant dupli-
cation sizes. Therefore, we speculate the GTGGG motif may
be recognized as an anchor of a shorter molecular ruler to
generate the leader-distal cut. We also identified another
mid-repeat motif, the conserved AACCC (at positions 11–
15), which is essentially required for spacer integration (Fig-
ure 4). It’s noteworthy that the ∼10-bp distance between the
AACCC motif and the leader-repeat junction seemed to be
important, because deletions and duplications, rather than
substitutions, of the nucleotides between them seriously im-

paired or even abrogated spacer integration (Figure 5B).
Based on our data and previous knowledge, we propose a
possible model for the spacer integration process in H. his-
panica (Figure 6). The mid-repeat AACCC and GTGGG
motifs (or their complementary sequences on the minus
strand), as well as the upstream leader-repeat junction, are
probably recognized by the integrase complex. Together
with the sequences spanning the leader-repeat junction, the
AACCC motif may provide a docking site for the com-
plex to direct the plus-strand cut precisely at the junction
site (∼10 bp upstream of the AACCC motif). On the other
side, a molecular ruler (∼10-bp) starting from the GTGGG
recognition site may direct a downstream minus-strand cut
in a non-sequence-specific manner. It should be noted that
these two cuts occur not necessarily in order in this model.
Interestingly, the two cut sites are both about 10 bp away
from the corresponding mid-repeat recognition site, which
reminds us of the length of one helical turn (10.4 bp) on
the double helix DNA. We noticed that the CRISPR lo-
cus Hlac132P carried by the Halorubrum lacusprofundi plas-
mid pHLAC01 (GenBank identifier: CP001367.1) has a re-
peat sequence of 31 bp, rather than of the conserved repeat
length (30 bp) for the haloarchaeal I-B CRISPRs. On the
multi-alignment in Figure 3A, there is an extra nucleotide
in the middle of this repeat, which caused an alignment
gap in other repeat sequences. This extra nucleotide has ex-
panded the conserved 2-bp interval between the AACCC
and GTGGG motifs by 1 bp, which may explain its different
repeat length and provide a natural evidence for our model.

The important roles of the mid-repeat motifs may help
to explain their sequence conservation. Conserved mid-
repeat motifs could be similarly observed for other repeat
clusters defined by Kunin and colleagues (43), implying
some of them may play similar roles during spacer inte-
gration. Though not required for adaptation, the 8 nu-
cleotides downstream of the GTGGG motif are also con-
served among the haloarchaeal I-B repeats, probably due to
the interference requirement. Consistently, no virus immu-
nity was observed for Rm21–25 and Rm26–30 clones that
have acquired a new spacer from the virus (data not shown).
These data also support the results in Supplementary Fig-
ure S3, which shows our adaptation assay doesn’t rely on
the interfering effects of new spacers.

In summary, our data demonstrated the significant roles
of mid-repeat motifs during CRISPR adaptation of type I-
B system. Though the generality of our spacer-integration
model needs to be further verified for other subtypes,
this study provides new insights into this fundamental but
poorly characterized process. Besides, for the first time, we
show that the repeat size or the periodicity of a CRISPR
could be rationally modified to some extent.
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